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∗ Understand what Xerte is 

∗ Understand how Xerte can help your 

teaching 

∗ Create a basic Learning Object 

Session Outcomes 



∗ Rapid creation of interactive resources 
∗ Online or offline use 
∗ Different page types 
∗ Collaboration 
∗ Instantly available online 
∗ Mobile friendly 
∗ Basic Quizzes 

What is Xerte? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Xerte is a tool that allows you to:Rapidly create quality interactive learning resources or get learners creating for each otherUse Xerte objects online or export and use offline where connectivity is limitedPut together different page types for different pedagogical purposes, e.g. presenting information, exploring alternative viewpoints, assessing understanding or providing open ended explanationsEasy to share and adapt other’s learning resourcesInstantly online – click publish and set the object property to publish and your learning object will be viewable online at the url suppliedMobile friendly – html5 export works on a range of smartphones and tabletsSet more quizzes but do less marking



∗ Accessibility 
∗ Open Source 
∗ Cloud based 
∗ Collaboration 
∗ Record Progress 
∗ Uses in teaching 

Why Xerte? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several accessibility features built in to Xerte, including the option for text to speech and changing backgrounds for some visual impairments.  Other accessibility bits are also built in.It is open source software, and there is very little cost, other than storage space.  This means that it can also be downloaded at home should you wish to explore the technical side of it!Xerte is cloud based, meaning that you can access Xerte from anywhere with an internet connectionXerte allows for collaboration – you can work together on a learning object or you can share your learning objects with others.  You can even peer review it!  IT is also possible to publicly share your learning objects via RSS FeedsIt is possible to record progress.  When embedded within Blackboard, it is possible to link it to the grade centre which allows for grading (using the simple quiz questions).  It is also possible to simply record an entry in the gradecentre when a student has completed a particular learning object.  This will allow you to monitor which students are going through the materials.There are many uses for Xerte in teaching, not least for topic/module revision, provision of supplementary materials, formative assessment as well as flipping the classroom.



∗ Interactive Campus Map 

∗ Equality and Diversity Training 

∗ Page Type Examples 

Examples 

https://blackboard.swan.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/orgs/SafetyOffice/Flash Fire Assembly Points/Campus Map.swf
https://blackboard.swan.ac.uk/webapps/blackboard/content/contentWrapper.jsp?course_id=_26789_1&displayName=Equality+Diversity+2014&href=https://blackboard.swan.ac.uk/bbcswebdav/institution/Equality%20and%20Diversity/1.2%20Scorm/scormRLO.htm&cR2XilcGYOo=Us1KzIo8NK1ATHlQaltPJr7lZL4gkihGU82vbU0PawY%3D
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/toolkits/play_560


Roundup 
Any Questions? 



Getting Started with Xerte 

Live Demo Plan B 

http://iss-xerte.swansea.ac.uk/xertetoolkits/
https://youtu.be/gYIsVMJaD4Y


∗ Contact salt@swansea.ac.uk for an account 
∗ Attend future training sessions: 
∗ Designing for learning  
∗ Getting started with Xerte 
∗ Going further with Xerte 
∗ Workshop 

∗ Get creating! And feel free to share your 
examples 

What Next? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designing for learning (storyboarding, teaching resources, accessibility, Bb Minimum)Getting started with Xerte (login, overview of page types, creating your first LO)Going further with Xerte (optional features, collaborating with others, publishing your learning object, RSS Feeds)Workshop – bring your materials and we’ll help you create your learning objects!

mailto:salt@swansea.ac.uk
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